M ALTA
01

WHITE WINE

M ALTESE F ALCON C HARDONNAY I. G . T .

75cl

37.5cl

€ 12.00

An aromatic, fruity dry wine made from quality grown Chardonnay grapes. This
full flavoured white has tropical flavours and a crisp refreshing finish.
Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Mal ta

02

B ACCHUS C HARDONNAY D. O . K . G OZO

€ 12.00

The Gozitan climate contribute for this light straw yellow coloured wine offering a pleasant aroma and a fresh, tasty flavour.

Bacchus Winery – Gozo

03

L ANDINI V ERMENTINO

€ 14.00

This is Delicata’s classic, lighter styled mono-varietal white wine with a crisp, dry
palate filled out with the Vermentino grape variety in a savoury style with citrus
flavours, nettle characteristics and liquorice in the finish.
Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Mal ta

G ABRIELI P INOT G RIGIO
This is Delicata’s classic, lighter styled mono-varietal white wine with a fruity,
slightly floral nose and a crisp dry palate filled out with the Pinot Grigio grape
variety in an easy drinking, elegant style.
04

€ 14.00

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

C AVALLI S AUVIGNON B LANC
This is Delicata’s classic, lighter styled mono-varietal white wine with a herbaceous nose and a crisp, fruity dry palate filled out with the Sauvignon Blanc
variety in a deliciously refreshing, tangy style of this noble grape.
05

€ 14.00

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

06

M EDINA C HARDONNAY G IRGENTINA D. O . K . M ALTA

€ 15.00

A skilful blend of the Malta grown noble grape, Chardonnay and the indigenous white grape Girgentina. The crispness and the fruitiness of the Girgentina
complements the fullness and complexity of the Chardonnay perfectly to produce a refreshing dry white wine.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

VICTORIA HEIGHTS CHARDONNAY D.O.K. GOZO
A soft, fruity full flavoured dry white wine produced entirely from hand-picked
Chardonnay grapes grown in the valley vineyards of Gozo. The result is an attractive, slightly honeyed barrel matured white wine full of character and subtle
vanilla flavours.
07

€ 15.00

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

08

M EDINA VERMENTINO ZIBIBBO D. O . K . M ALTA

€ 15.00

A delightfully fruit-packed, dry and aromatic white wine with a delicate floral
bouquet made from a skilful combination of two Malta grown grape varieties,
Vermentino and Zibibbo.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

FENICI VERMENTINO, VIOGNIER & CHARDONNAY D.O.K. MALTA
Fenici White has a vibrant, straw-yellow colour; aromas of exotic fruits with
floral notes; and a fresh, light, citrus flavour with a lively acidity.
09

€ 22.00

Meridiana Winery – Malta

GRAND VIN DE HAUTEVILLE VIOGNIER D.O.K. M ALTA
This fuller flavoured, dry white wine is made from the designer grape Viognier.
It is an unoaked, delightfully fresh wine with an appealing floral and peachy
nose. It is ripe in the mouth, yet has famously opulent apricot flavours to offer;
all blossom-scented with exotic fruits.
10

€ 25.50

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

11

I SIS C HARDONNAY D. O . K . M ALTA

Isis has a brilliant, straw-yellow colour with a pale green rim; a fresh, complex
bouquet of grapefruit and other exotic white fruits with gentle floral notes; and
a well-structured, citrus taste with a long, pleasantly acidic, aftertaste.

Meridiana Winery – Malta

€ 30.00

€ 8.00

WHITE WINE
I TALY

75cl

VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI D.O.C.— MARCHEDelicate and fruity fragrance. Dry and soft with a typical bitter taste
12

37.5cl

€ 20.00

Umani Rocchi

L E C OLLEZIONI P INOT G RIGIO I. G . T . —V ENETO
A fresh and lively wine, of bright and crisp acidity, with smooth and rich
fragrances of pear and rennet.
13

€ 21.00

Fratelli Pasqua

14

G AVI B RICOTONDO D OCG — P IEMONTE

€ 21.00

Lemons and minerals on the nose followed by a fresh palate with medium
body and no oak.

Fontana Fredda

15

CORVO GLICINE— TRAPANI & AGRIGENTO SICILIA

€ 22.00

An ideal companion for light, fresh and agreeable drinking, Glicine
interprets the best Sicilian grape varieties with a fragrant wine packed with
Mediterranean sensations, scents and flavours.

Corvo Winery

16

S OAVE C LASSICO D. O . C . —V ENETO

€ 23.00

€ 13.00

A straw yellow in colour exuding lemon characters with a racy acidity and
zingy aftertaste.

Domini Veneti

17 LA CALA VERMENTINO DI SARDEGNA D.O.C.— SARDEGNA

€ 24.00

A light wine with nervous outburst of marine salt frames heralded fruit, to
finish on a long note of softness.

Sella e Mosca

18 NESTOR GRECO DI TUFO D.O.C.G.— CAMPAGNIA

€ 26.00

The colour is intense yellow with golden hues. Nose: a complex aroma of
white and citrus fruits with a mineral note. In the mouth: the wine is full,
rich and suave with a long persistence.

Tenuta Cavalier Pepe

19

DONNA FUGATA ANTHÌLIA D.O.C.— SICILIA

€ 27.00

Fresh and Mediterranean, this white wine expresses a precise personality
tied to fruity and floral, round and elegant sensations.

Donna Fugata

20 F ALANGHINA DELLA C AMPAGNIA I. G . T .— C AMPAGNIA

€ 29.00

A rich intense bouquet with hints of fruits. Fresh and clean in the mouth
with excellent acidity and structure.

Terradora di Paolo

21 R OVERETO G AVI DI G AVI D. O . C .— P IEMONTE

€ 35.00

€ 22.00

Cortese 100%. Complex, elegant bouquet, hints of grapefruit, anise and
freshly cut hay. A surprising development for 4 to 5 years.

Michele Chiarlo

22 HOFSTÄTTER JOSEPH PINOT BIANCO — A LTO A DIGE

€ 40.00

Medium-full straw yellow in colour, fresh aromas of peach combined with
apple and pear on the nose, elegant and zesty on the palate, harmonious in
structure, round with masses of finesse and a hint of nut on the finish.

Joseph Hofstaetter Wine Estate

Drink wine, and you will sleep well. Sleep. And you will not sin.
Avoid sin, and you will be saved. Ergo, drink wine and be saved.
-Medieval German saying

WHITE WINE

F RANCE
23

SAUVIGNON BLANC

75cl

37.5cl

€ 15.00

A very expressive, a slightly sweet, flora nose, reminiscent of pears and citrus.
Fresh and well-rounded, fruity and typical of the grape varietal. With floral and
lemony notes. Good acidty.

J. Moreau et Fils

24

B & G R ESERVE C HARDONNAY I. G . P .

€ 16.00

A refined and intense nose, aromas of white fruits, followed by tropocial fruits
and slightly toasty notes; an elegant wine on the palate with a fleshy attack, a
fresh and intense finish, dominated by exotic fruits and a nice vanilla touch.

Barton & Guestier

25

FAT BASTARD CHARDONNAY — LANGUEDOC ROUSSILLON

€ 21.00

A rich, golden yellow colour with complex aromas of vanilla and honeysuckle
layered with subtle nuances of oak. On the palate, this wine has a full body
with an eruption of tropical fruit flavors that develop into a long, toasty finish.

The FAT bastard Wine Company

26

R IESLING AOC — ALSACE

€ 34.00

Totally dry with high natural acids. This famous grape celebrated in all the
Rhine valley combines great elegance, finesse and minerality.

Hugel & Fils
€ 40.00
C HABLIS A OC — BURGUNDY
Pale gold in colour. A clean, mineral and perfumed nose, with flinty flavoures
of grapefruit. Fresh and crisp on the palate, elegant and mineral with flavours
of citrus peel.

27

€ 22.00

J. Moreau et Fils
€ 45.00
S ANCERRE A OC —LOIRE VALLEY
A wine of style marked by richness, elegance and smoothness. This wine is
powerful and presents a perfect balance

28

Pascal Jolivet

G ERMANY
€ 16.00
P IESPORTER R EISLING — M OSEL
Distinctive features from its homeland. This Riesling owes its outstanding characteristics to its exquisite Mosel origin where fruity minerality abounds.

29

Deinhard

C HILE
30

SANTA DIGNA RESERVA SAUVIGNON BLANC—CENTRAL VALLEY

€ 22.00

Garden veggie aromas and flavours of crunchy green beans and artichoke join
green apple and tropical fruit - pineapple, passion fruit - with the tropicality
really shining on the palate. Clean, crisp finish

Miguel Torres
€ 25.00
35 SOUTH CHARDONNAY— ELIQUI & CURICO VALLEYS
Meduim-bodied wine packed with tropical fruit flavours and hint of almonds.
Well integrated with good body structure.

31

Viña San Pedro

“And Noah began to be a husbandman, and he planted a vineyard.”
-Genesis 9:20

WHITE WINE
A USTRALIA

75cl

37.5cl

€ 21.00
C LASSIC S AUVIGNON B LANC
A light to medium-bodied wine with tropical flavours of passion fruit and
guava, with a fresh, crisp finish.

32

Jacob’s Creek

33 ALDRIDGE SEMILLION CHARDONNAY

€ 22.00

Lifted citrus lime fruits on the nose. Nicely balanced fruit sweetness on the
palate consisting of soft peachy melon fruit, with clean acid astringency on the
palate.

Aldridge Estate

34 BIN 222 CHARDONNAY

€ 25.00

Lifted citrus lime fruits on the nose. Nicely balanced fruit sweetness on the palate
consisting of soft peachy melon, with clean acid astringency on the palate.

Wyndham Estate

S OUTH A FRICA
OF A FRICA C HENIN B LANC
Fresh tropical, lime and guava aromas show on the nose and are complimented by a long,
full, crisp aftertaste.

35

F OOT

€ 16.00

Kliene Zalze Wines

A RGENTINA
€ 20.00
N ORTON TORRONTES
Greenish yellow in colour with tinges of golden. Very perfumed prevailing
fruity and flowery aromas, such as white peach, roses and jasmine. Pleasant on
the palate and well balanced.

36

Bodega Norton

C ALIFORNIA
37

B LOSSOM H ILL C HARDONNAY

€ 18.00

Clean and fresh, with distinctive Chardonnay aromas of apple and pear with a
hint of tropical and citrus fruit, and a lovely, crisp finish.

Blossom Hill Winery

S PAIN
MARQUÉS DE RISCAL SAUVIGNON BLANC
Pale yellow colour with greenish glints. A very complex nose with hints of fresh
grass over a mineral base which gives the wine personality, and abundant fresh
fruit such as citrus fruits, pineapple or melon. It leaves a fresh, aromatic taste
in the mouth and has a clean, long finish.
38

€ 20.00

Marqués de Riscal Bodega

Bacchus we thank who gave us wine
Which warms the blood within our veins;
That nectar is itself divine.
The man who drinks not, yet attains
By godly grace to human rank
Would be an angel if he drank
-Pierre Motin—French drinking song

RED WINE

M ALTA

B ACCHUS S YRAH D. O . K . G OZO
Produced from Syrah grapes grown in Gozo. A ruby red wine with medium
tanins, light pepper spice aromas and flavours.
39

75cl

37.5cl

€ 12.00

Bacchus Winery – Gozo
€ 14.00
C ARISSIMI C ABERNET S AUVIGNON
This is Delicata’s classic, lighter styled mono-varietal red wine with an elegant,
robust palate filled out entirely with the noble grape variety Cabernet Sauvignon. This is a firm, fruity red with ample flavours of cassis and red berries.

40

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

41

M ARENZIO M ERLOT

€ 14.00

€ 8.00

A full flavoured, robust fruity red wine produced entirely from Merlot grapes
grown in the valley vineyards of Gozo. These selected pocket sized family run
vineyards growing these hand picked Merlot grapes are carefully tended
throughout the year. The result is an elegant, austere wine full of character and
flavour. The wine may contain a natural sediment deposit as a result of its ageing process.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

42

VICTORIA HEIGHTS MERLOT D.O.K. GOZO

€ 15.00

A young vibrant, full-bodied robust fruity red wine made from Cabernet grapes
with intense red berry flavours with just that kiss of oak as you like it.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

43

MEDINA CABERNET FRANC D.O.K. MALTA

€ 15.00

A young robust, vibrant full bodied fruity red wine made from Cabernet grapes
boasting intense red berry flavours and a long, broad finish.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

44

D IONYSUS M ERLOT D. O . K . S UPREME

€ 19.00

Merlot wine has ripe berry components in the bouquet. A soft, dry wine,
fruity, rich in flavour and smooth in texture.

Bacchus Winery – Gozo

FENICI SYRAH & MERLOT D.O.K.—MALTA
Fenici Red has a full, ruby-red colour; slightly spiced, cherry-plum aromas; and a
medium-bodied, fruity flavour with soft tannins and a pleasant finish.
45

€ 22.00

Meridiana Winery – Malta

HAUTEVILLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON D.O.K. M ALTA
This gold medal winning full-bodied and robust Malta grown Cabernet Sauvignon with a proven track record offers true classical varietal character derived
from selected hand picked grapes. Described in WINE magazine as “A sweet,
fruity nose, flows into a simple palate filled with light black fruits”.
46

€ 25.00

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta

M ELQART CABERNET SAUVIGNON & MERLOT D.O.K. MALTA
Melqart has a deep, ruby-red colour; an aroma of ripe berry fruits with spiced
notes; and a rich, blackberry flavour with silky tannins and a long finish
47

€ 32.00

Meridiana Winery – Malta

48

B EL S YRAH D. O . K . M ALTA

€ 34.00

A ruby-red colour with a purple rim; aromas of ripe berry fruits with hints of
spices; and a complex, cherry-blackberry flavour with an enduring finish.

Meridiana Winery – Malta

49

G RAN C AVALIER S HIRAZ C ABERNET D. O . K . M ALTA

€ 38.00

A full-bodied, fruit packed blend of Shiraz which fills out the middle palate
which is dominated by blackcurrant flavours of the Cabernet Sauvignon
grapes. This barrel matured, robust wine has good length and an elegant finish.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Malta
"The peoples of the Mediterranean began to emerge from barbarism
when they learnt to cultivate the olive and the vine."
-Thucydides, Greek Historian, 5th Century BC

RED WINE
I TALY
50

75cl

S ERRANO R OSSO C ONERO D. O . C . —M ARCHE

37.5cl

€ 19.00

Ruby colour with violet tints, with a characteristic vinous bouquet from
which emerges a aroma of ripe black cherry. Plenty of flesh and great
roundness of flavour, combined with good structure.

Umani Rocchi

51

C HIANTI C LASSICO D. O . C . G .

€ 22.00

€ 14.00

This medium-bodied, well-balanced wine is approachable and aromatic,
with classic Chianti aromas of violet and wonderful cherry fruit flavours. It
finishes with spicy hints of wild cherry and hazelnut. It retains these fresh
and fruity flavours since it receives no wood aging.

Ruffino

52

12 E MEZZO PRIMITIVO DEL SALENTO I.G.P.—PUGLIA

€ 23.00

Elegant ruby-red colour and its intense smell has fruity nuances of ripe
plums, cherries jam and a touch of cocoa. It is slightly aromatic with a finish of vanilla. Good in texture, this wine is soft and rich in mature tannins .

Varvaglione Vigne & Vini

53

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO SUPERIORE DOC—VENETO

€ 25.00

Well-balanced full-bodied and velvet smooth with the right tannin balance
and acid strength. Can maintain its characteristics for 5 to 8 years.

Domini Veneti

54

C HIARAMONTE N ERO D ’A VOLA I. G . T . —S ICILIA

€ 26.00

A fragrant, fruitiness with aromas of plums and blackberries, black cherries
and blueberries, dark chocolate and spice that are equally matched the
palate.

Firriato Vini

COLDELFOSSO DOLCETTO D’ALBA D.O.P.—PIEMONTE
In colour, ruby red tending at times to develop purplish foam; vinous,
pleasant and characteristic odour; dry, appealingly bitterish flavour with
moderate acidity, good body and fine balance.
55

€ 31.00

Bersano

56

CAROSO MONTEPULICIANO D’ABRUZZO D.O.C.

€ 36.00

Intense ruby red with violet nuances and garnet rims. Intense aromas of
ripe black fruit, spices and sweet vanilla notes. Elegant and powerful endowed with rich tannins. Distinct notes of spice and liquorice scents. A
complex, persistent finish.

Citra Vini

57

B AROLO D. O . C . G . — P IEMONTE

€ 70.00

100% Nebbiolo. A robust, full-bodied wine, packed with structure expressing a clean, intense bouquet with typical traces of withered flowers and
dried leaves.

Fontana Fredda

DA VINCI BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO D.O.C.G.—SIENA
Clear, purple red in colour. To the nose it shows intense fruity hints, such
as blackberry, blackcurrant, and cherries. In the mouth it is rich, fullbodied, with soft fruity nuances reaffirming the olfactory notes, wellbalanced by a good freshness
58

€ 72.00

Cantina Leonardo da Vinci

C OSTASERA A MARONE C LASSICO —V ENETO
The Costasera Amarone expresses a particular majesty and complexity. An
excellent wine for the end of the meal and for ageing.
59

Masi Agricola
A barrel of wine can work more miracles
than a Church full of Saints.
-Italian Proverb

€ 106.00

€ 14.00

RED WINE
F RANCE
60

75cl

B EAUJOLAIS V ILLAGES AOC —B URGUNDY

37.5cl

€ 18.00

An intense brilliant cherry colour, with purplish tints. Complex nose with red
and black aromas.

Georges Duboeuf

61

B&G RÉSERVE PINOT NOIR I.G.P.

€ 20.00

The nose brings intense aromas of ripe fruit; the palate is generous and supple with a delicate spicy finish.

Barton & Guestier

62

PARALLELE 45 CÔTES-DU-RHÔNE AOC—RHÔNE VALLEY

€ 25.00

€ 17.00

Deep colour with an attractive brilliance. Elegant and romantic, with red
fruits blended with spices. Well structured on rounded tannins, with a final
spicy note.

Paul Jaboulet Aine

B&G M ÉDOC - AOC BORDEAUX
Intense garnet red with dark highlights. Flattering nose of ripe black fruit
with charming cocoa and fresh mint notes. Powerful wine on the palate,
with good concentration, excellent tannins and fruity and spicy finish.
63

€ 30.00

Barton & Guestier

B&G S AINT -E MILION — AOC BORDEAUX
Intense ruby red colour. Fruit driven nose, with plum and blackberry
aromas. Well balanced wine, with velvety tannins, and a long fruity finish.
64

€ 34.00

Barton & Guestier

65

CHÂTEAUNEUF DU PAPE AOC — RHÔNE

€ 62.00

€ 34.00

Pleasant violet dark hue. The nose shows great complexity with blackberries
and toasted aromas. The mouth starts with a dense and firm but very classic
tannic structure that will require several years of patience. this wine is very
well-balanced and finishes on liquorice and smoky hints.

Château Mont Redon

S PAIN
66 CRIANZA RIOJA

€ 26.50

A wine with medium structure , with a wonderful velvety body. Elegant
flavours with a fruity aroma and hints of wood. Well balanced with a good
finish.

Campo Vielo

C ALIFORNIA
67 BLOSSOM HILL MERLOT

€ 18.00

A masterful blend from the juiciest grapes of California's sun drenched vineyards. This velvety soft Merlot has ripe red cherry aromas with a hint of vanilla, delivering a deliciously smooth finish

Blossom Hill Winery

WOODBRIDGE ZINFANDEL
The bright aromas of our 2013 Zinfandel brim with blackberry jam, dark
cherries, and black pepper. Vanilla and toast flavours add life to this fullbodied wine that finishes with soft, velvety tannins
68

€ 22.00

Robert Mondavi

Burgundy for kings, champagne for duchesses, claret for gentleman.
-Anon French Proverb

RED WINE
S OUTH A FRICA
69 KLIPPENKOP SYRAH— ROBERTSON WINE REGION

75cl
€ 20.00

This full-bodied wine shows freshly crushed black pepper aromas with hints of
cinnamon and cloves on the nose with lots of brambly red berry fruit, rich mulberry and well integrated vanilla tones

Klippenkop
€ 21.00
K LIENE Z ALZE PINOTAGE
The wine shows a deep red colour with intense mulberry and black plum fruit
flavours. Maturation in the French oak barrels added a soft complexity with
well integrated firm tannins. Subtle and stylish with a hint of spiciness which
originated from the cool climate grapes.

70

Kliene Zalze Wines

C HILE
71 CARMEN MERLOT—CENTRALVALLEY

€ 19.00

Very pleasant fruit bouquet, a shining ruby colour, soft texture with gentle
tannins, and with medium body and finish. Strong notes of red cherry, caramel, coffee, and chocolate, with a touch of mint and ripe plum. The tannins
are rich and sweet, with a long and vibrant finish.

Vina Carmen S.A.

72 CASILLERO DEL DIABLO CABERNET SAUVIGNON

€ 22.00

Casillero del Diablo Reserva Cabernet Sauvignon is a dark, ruby red with aromas of cherries, black currant and dark plums. This Cabernet Sauvignon is very
concentrated, rich in flavor, perfectly balanced, and boasts a satisfying and lingering finish.

Concha y Toro

73

35 SOUTH SHIRAZ—L ONTUE V ALLEY

€ 26.00

An intense violet, very vivid wine, with blackish tones. Aroma is fruit
intensive. Gentle tannins, fresh and the finish reveals hints of oak. A medium
-bodied wine.

Viña San Pedro

L EBANESE
74

LES BRETECHES—B EKAA V ALLEY

€ 29.00

Cinsaut, Cabernet Sauvignon. Bouquet reminiscent of red fruit jam take turns
to reveal this wine’s subtle spicy notes that express themselves with a
mysterious complexity notes. Round, elegant and fine.

Chateau Kefraya

A USTRALIA
75

B IN 555 S HIRAZ — SOUTH EASTERN AUSTRALIA

€ 23.00

A medium to full bodied traditional Shiraz with distinct, rich plum and pepper
characters. Parcels of the ripe fruit flavours are complexed by oak tannins, as a result of maturation in oak for up to fifteen months, leaving a smooth, lasting finish.

Wyndham Estate

A RGENTINA
76

N ORTON MALBEC D.O.C.

Rich dusky red in colour. Sweet and spacious aromas reminding of black pepper.
Fruity on the palate, with sweet and harmonious tannins.

Bodega Norton

€ 20.00

37.5cl

ROSÉ WINE
M ALTA

75cl

€ 15.00
M EDINA ROSÉ GRENACHE CABERNET D.O.K. MALTA
A delightful, fruity rosé wine made rom hand-picked Malta grown red Grenache and cabernet Franc grapes. This wine has a herbaceous nose with flavours
reminiscent of black-pepper dusted strawberry fruit.
Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Mal ta

77

37.5cl
€ 8.50

83 GELLEWZA FRIZZANTE ROSÉ DEMI SEC I.G.T. MALTESE ISLANDS € 14.00
Gellewza Frizzante is Malta’s original ‘Lifestyle’ Rosé wine made entirely from
the unique indigenous red grape variety Gellewza. This delicious semisparkling, medium dry wine is bursting with ripe fruity flavours. A delicate
strawberry bouquet is followed by a steady stream of ‘fizz and fruit’.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers

I TALY
A NNIVERSARIO F IVE R OSES R OSÈ I. G . T .— S ALENTO
A blend of 80% Negroamaro grapes and 20% Malvasia Nera which remains on
the skins only long enough to give the wine its antique pink colour, one which
Veronelli would have defined ‘frog’s blood’. It has a wrapping aroma of blood
orange and currant with spicy notes in the background. The mouthfeel is fresh,
agile yet with body and closes with an excellent persistence.
78

€ 28.00

Leone de Castris

F RANCE
B & G P ASSEPORT ROSÉ D’ANJOU AOC—LOIRE VALLEY
Intense salmon-pink. Fine and elegant nose with ripe red berries aromas and
hints of black pepper. Enjoyable wine, fruit diven, with overtones of sweet red
fruits and spices.
79

€ 18.00 € 12.00

Barton & Guestier

DESSERT WINE
M ALTA
CASELLA MOSCATO I.G.T.
Deliciously golden sweet rich concentrated wine that is the perfect accompaniment to most desserts. This opulent wine produced entirely from Moscato
grapes has a marmaladey flavour with scents of honey and butterscotch.
Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers – Mal ta
80

75cl

By the
Glass

€ 12.00

€ 4.50

I TALY
81

M OSCATO D ’A STI P ALAS - D. O . C . G .

€ 25.00

Smooth and delicate. The finish is characterised by fresh and lively notes that
make it inviting and never nauseating.

Michele Chiarlo

And Noah he often said to his wife when he sat down to dine,
‘I don’t care where the water goes if its doesn’t get into the wine’.
-G.K. Chesterton (1874-1936)

MALTA

SPARKLING WINES

75cl

37.5cl 20cl

82 GIRGENTINA FRIZZANTE—BRUT, I.G.T.
This Blanc de Blancs made entirely from the unique indigenous white
grape variety Girgentina. This crisp, refreshing, fruity dry semi sparkling
wine is full flavoured with a creamy, rich mouthful of ‘fizz and fruit’.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers

GELLEWZA FRIZZANTE ROSÉ DEMI SEC I.G.T.
This Rosé wine made entirely from the unique indigenous red grape variety Gellewza. This delicious semi-sparkling, medium dry wine is bursting
with ripe fruity flavours. A delicate strawberry bouquet is followed by a
steady stream of ‘fizz and fruit’.

€ 14.00

83

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers

€ 14.00

ITALY
€ 20.00
B & G RESERVE CUVEE—ROSÉ
Bright salmon-pink with a fine, delicate mousse. On the nose strawberry,
raspberry and gentle spice aromas. Rich, fresh cherry aromas lead to a
mouthful of freshly picked forest fruits

84

Barton & Guestier

85 CINZANO ASTI SPUMANTE D.O.C.G. - DOLCE

€ 22.00

It’s D.O.C.G. is the most renowned of all the Cinzano sparkling wines. It
is produced using white Moscato grapes from the D.O.C.G. area of Asti, in
the heart of Piedmont. It possesses a sweet and fruity flavour.

F.lli Gancia

86 PROSECCO SUPERIORE DI CONEGLIANO— CUVEE EXTRA DRY

€ 30.00 €19.00 €10.00

A fruity forward palate in an extra dry aromatic style, kept soft and dry by
delicate acidity, finishing on a pleasant apple aftertaste.

Carpene Malvotti

87 NIVOLE MOSCATO D’ASTI D.O.C.G. —SWEET SEMI-SPARKLING

€ 34.00

Smooth and delicate. The finish is characterised by fresh and lively notes
that make it inviting and never nauseating.

Michele Chiarlo

CHAMPAGNE

75cl

88 JACQUART MOSAIQUE—BRUT

37.5cl 20cl

€ 86.00 €50.00

Elegant, floral nose with hints of citrus fruit, white peaches and pears. It
has a pure and clean style.

Jacquart Champagne

89 MOET & CHANDON—BRUT IMPERIAL

€ 100.00 €60.00 €38.00

Moët Impérial is the House’s iconic champagne. Created in 1869, it embodies Moët & Chandon’s unique style, a style distinguished by its bright
fruitiness, its seductive palate and its elegant maturity.

90 BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE

€ 110.00

A rich and full-bodied champagne with very low acidity. A heavy spiced
apple flavour with a long finish-interesting enough this had none of the
typical Bollinger Chalky character.

91 DOM PERIGNON

€ 240.00

The best - A world famous Champagne to celebrate with. A smooth
mousse and a gorgeous finish.

In victory, you deserve champagne, in defeat, you need it.

-Napoleon

“Come quickly! I am tasting stars!”
-Dom Perignon (1638-1714) at his first sip of champagne

